The meeting was called to order by Pres. Bob Liffring at 9:30 p.m. in Committee Room 2.

Planning Board - Tom Behan, Chairman, reported that he had met with Pres. Johns concerning the Outside Entertainment Committee, and that the President requested two changes:

1) change the name because the word "entertainment" would be misinterpreted by state auditors. BEHAN MOVED THAT WE CHANGE THE NAME TO THE COMMITTEE ON LECTURES AND CONVOCATIONS. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. MOTION PASSED WITH SWOR AND COLE OPPOSING.

2) equal representation of faculty members on the committee because he cannot give state funds to a committee with more students than faculty. BEHAN MOVED TO CHANGE DIV. II, ART. XVIII, SEC. 1 TO READ SIX FACULTY MEMBERS INSTEAD OF THREE. SECONDED BY CROMWELL. Discussion followed in which Browman stated that the faculty portion of Visiting Lecturers-Public Exercises Committee is much stronger than the student portion because there is greater continuity from year to year. Swor said that he would vote against this because it is our prerogative as students to handle this committee ourselves. Behan felt that if we lose the faculty, we would be losing efficiency in our program. He said that we would be cooperating instead of losing power by equal representation, and that students should respect the opinions of those faculty members who have been on this campus longer than they. QUESTION WAS CALLED FOR ON THE MOTION. BEHAN, BOWLER, EDWARDS, MEAD, BROWMAN, AND WEGGENMAN VOTED IN FAVOR OF IT; ASSELSTINE, COLE, HIBBS, SWOR, LARSON, ROSS VOTED AGAINST IT; CROMWELL, FIELD, AND TANGEN ABSTAINED. A TIE RESULTED AND THE PRESIDENT BROKE THE TIE BY VOTING AGAINST IT. MOTION DEFEATED. Cromwell said that he abstained because he wished this to be a student judgment only. Swor said that the Administration should know that our unanimous vote on this committee last week was an effort on our part to cooperate and work together. Cole suggested that Behan discuss this with the President again. He said that we should combine Visiting Lecturers, Special Events, and Student Union Program Council and work together. Behan said that he would talk to Pres. Johns.

Publications Board - Ray Cosman, Chairman, reported that they had heard progress reports from the four publications. He said that the Garret will soon be ready for distribution, the Kaimin published 84 pages in the last four weeks and hopes to run 3 eight-page papers per week, the M Book is changing all of their pictures, and the Sentinel is progressing close to schedule. He said that Publications Board wished to recommend that Central Board accept the resignation of Jim Redmond as Assistant Sentinel Photographer.

ROSS MOVED THAT WE ACCEPT PUBLICATIONS BOARD'S RECOMMENDATION. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. MOTION PASSED WITH BEHAN AND CROMWELL ABSTAINING.

Cosman said that Publications Board wished to recommend Ron Normando for Sentinel Photographer and in so doing, waive the grade requirement. SWOR MOVED THAT WE ACCEPT PUBLICATIONS BOARD'S RECOMMENDATION. SECONDED BY MEAD. THE MOTION WAS DEFEATED WITH ASSELSTINE, EDWARDS, SWOR, MEAD, AND ROSS IN FAVOR; BEHAN, COLE, CROMWELL, FIELD, HIBBS, BROWMAN AND WEGGENMAN OPPOSED.

Budget and Finance - Bill Hibbs, Chairman, introduced Blaine Ackley, Chairman of SCOPE—the Summer Community Organization and Political Education Project. Ackley explained the purpose of this organization which is to assist in the Civil Rights Movement, and said that a chapter was being organized on campus. He said that there are three possibilities opened to them: 1) a permanent committee on campus that will send a group of people to the South every summer; 2) an MSU project this summer only; 3) a project without support from MSU funds. HIBBS MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD GIVE $75 TO THIS ORGANIZATION. SECONDED BY COLE. Discussion followed in which Ackley explained that this money will be used for campus activities only. Cole spoke in favor of giving our support on the basis of constitutional rights. Field questioned the Church-State relationship, and Ackley said that this is a secular organization. QUESTION WAS CALLED FOR AND THE MOTION PASSED WITH SWOR, EDWARDS AND HIBBS ABSTAINING.
Hibbs said that Budget and Finance wished to recommend that ASMSU give the M Book $600 to meet their expenses for this year. BEHAN MOVED TO ACCEPT BUDGET AND FINANCE'S RECOMMENDATION. SECONDED BY TANGEN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. Hibbs said that the committee wished to seek $2000 donation to help finance the MSU Band since they received a cut in their regular budget. HIBBS MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD DONATE $2000 TO THE MSU BAND. SECONDED BY TANGEN. THE MOTION WAS DEFEATED WITH CROMWELL, FIELD, AND SWOR ABSTAINING.

Installation Dinner - Hibbs said that the Installation Dinner is May 2, 6:00 p.m. at the Club Chateau.

ELECTION RESULTS - Jim Tangen, Chairman, reported the following results:

President: John Ross, 772
Don Brown, 507
(Write ins) Charlie Brown, 7
Frank White, 4
Tom Lampshire, 1

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT JOHN ROSS AS THE 1965-66 ASMSU PRESIDENT. SECONDED BY HIBBS. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Vice President: Brett Asselstine, 957
Bill Pedersen, 297

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT BRETT ASSELSTINE AS THE 1965-66 ASMSU VICE-PRESIDENT. SECONDED BY HIBBS. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Business Manager: David Wendte, 1086

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT DAVID WENDTE AS THE 1965-66 ASMSU BUSINESS MANAGER. SECONDED BY BEHAN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Secretary: Lynne Morrow, 498
Mary Ann Peterson, 455

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT LYNNE MORROW AS THE 1965-66 ASMSU SECRETARY. SECONDED BY ROSS. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Senior Delegate: Ray Cosman, 173
Torval Stockamp, 145
Barbara Misset, 139
Jim Burns, 111

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT RAY COSMAN AND TORVAL STOCKAMP AS SENIOR DELEGATES. SECONDED BY COLE. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Junior Delegate: Tom Behan, 239
Paul Reagor, 149
Whitey Fairley, 146
Fritz Pierce, 142
Carl Lawson, 135
Keith Dalbec, 75

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT TOM BEHAN, PAUL REAGOR, AND WHITEY FAIRLEY AS JUNIOR DELEGATES. SECONDED BY ROSS. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Sophomore Delegates: Jim Peregoy, 263
Susan Lannan, 254
John M Meade, 253
Dallas Viall, 121

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT JIM PERE GOY AND SUSAN LANNAN AS SOPHOMORE DELEGATES. SECONDED BY EDWARDS. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. Tangen reported that there were 3 recounts on Lannan and Meade.

Store Board; Elinor Lyons, 779
Ron Pitt, 652
Don C. Cowles
Russell Meech, 296

TANGEN MOVED TO ACCEPT ELINOR LYONS, RON PITT, AND DON COWLES AS STORE BOARD MEMBERS. SECONDED BY BEHAN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Constitutional Amendment: 1,102 yes Due to lack of 30% vote by the student body, the 94 no amendment did not pass.

Judicial Council Chairman: Mick O'Connor (write in) Tangen said that he would check his qualifications and also his desire to accept this.

BEHAN MOVED THAT CENTRAL BOARD ACCEPT TANGEN'S REPORT. SECONDED BY COLE. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Present: ASSELSTINE, BEHAN, BROWMAN, BOWLER, COLE, Respectfully submitted,
CROMWELL, EDWARDS, FIELD, HIBBS, LARSON,
LIFRING, MEAD, ROSS, TANGEN, SWOR,
WEGGENMAN, Foley, Ackley, Morrow, Cosman Lela Weggenman

Absent: CHRISTIAN, ULYATT.

ASMSU Secretary